
 
If you just want a fun morning at a busy bee or if you

have any enquiry:
 Call Mike: 0466 098 997

Email: friendsofupperlesmurdiefalls@gmail.com
 

Find latest events on 
 Facebook and Instagram

@friendsofupperlesmurdiefalls
 

and visit our website  
 www.friendsofupperlesmurdiefalls.com.au

C O N T A C T  U S

Try your hand at propagating, planting, weed
removal, heritage restoration and more - volunteers
are always very welcome - no experience or tools

needed - contact us for the details. 
We normally end with a well catered morning tea. 
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To complete the infrastructure we installed three wooden
bridges and one stone crossing, renovated one car park and
created another. As you can see, our project covers a very
wide range of activities. Over the last few years we have
started to extend our activities west of the Cascades, down as
far as the Lesmurdie Falls. From 2022 that work will accelerate
rapidly so that our project covers all the park land east of the
foot of the Falls and south of a line roughly corresponding with
the unmade section of Ashurst Drive (see map overleaf). It is a
big area but we are fortunate in that the vast bulk of our
rehabilitation work is confined to a narrow band along the
Lesmurdie Brook, as well as the erosion gully off Nelson
Crescent. The rest of the bushland is generally in very good
condition. We are a volunteer organisation and membership is
free. We encourage as many people as possible to join us as
there is so much to be done. As mentioned, our work is highly
diverse and by no means is it restricted to on ground activities. 
 

2012 Clearing Blackberry 2016 Landscaped & Planted Mature Habitat2021 

Large sydney wattle removal to allow replanting of natives Potting sedge for creek-side revegetation A yummy morning tea to finish

Working  together  to  improve  our  environment
As important as these obviously are, there are myriad ways in
which volunteers can help the group without taking on physical
tasks and those contributions are also critical to our future
success. We have been fortunate in attracting funding from a
wide range of sponsors who recognise our ongoing contribution
to the local environment and the social cohesion it engenders.
Our core activity is our monthly Busy Bee which is held on the
second Sunday of every month. This is our chance to
accomplish the bulk of our work in a three hour window and at
11am we down tools for a well-earned morning tea and a
chance to make new friends and chat about shared interests.
Outside of the Busy Bees we convene smaller groups for
special tasks as required. In addition, individual members
undertake tasks of special interest to them. FOULF is a
fantastic group of motivated individuals working together to
make a difference.  We would love to have you join us to help
keep the upper Lesmurdie Falls area the very special place it is
now and will be well into the future.

The Friends of Upper Lesmurdie Falls (FOULF) was formed in
late 2012 and to date has grown to be a highly respected
community group exceeding 120 members. In 2019 we were
honoured with the WA Landcare Award for a community group.
In our first 10 years we have concentrated our efforts in the
area east of the Cascades on Lesmurdie Brook, where we have
removed well over 90% of the perennial weeds, repaired the
badly eroded brook, replanted extensive bare areas with local-
provenance native vegetation (much of it propagated in our
dedicated shade houses), built two flow dams to control flood-
based erosion and created more than 20 small riffles to provide
habitat and aerate the water. We have also repaired a deep
and lengthy erosion gully, established an extensive local -
provenance seed bank for regeneration work, renovated
existing historical structures,  installed a high quality path
system and installed five beautiful seats designed and built by a
local artisan. For visitor information we have designed six signs
showing (with First Nation input) Aboriginal use of the area. 


